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※ 문제지의 각 페이지가 모두 A형인지 확인 바랍니다.
※ 본 대학교 2023학년도 편입학모집 인문계열 필답고사는 총 6쪽 
60문항이며, 문항별 배점은 Part I이 각 2.8점, Part Ⅱ가 각 3.8
점, Part Ⅲ가 각 3.2점, Part Ⅳ가 각 2.8점, Part Ⅴ가 각 4.2점
입니다. 
※ 오답감점제가 시행되며, 오답은 정답 배점의 1/4만큼 감점됩니
다. 무응답은 감점이 없습니다. 

※ 답안은 OMR 카드에 컴퓨터용 사인펜으로 표기하여야 합니다. 

Part Ⅰ. 주어진 문장의 빈칸에 들어갈 가장 알맞은 단어를 고르
시오. [1-10]

1. The banks are offering special high interest rates in an 
attempt to               prospective customers. 
① endure ② enfranchise 
③ entrust      ④ entice

2. After the accident, a(n)               of miners went to 
their employers to ask them to improve working 
conditions.
① deputation                 ② outlay
③ rudiment            ④ libel

3. Blinking when something comes near your eyes is a     
              action, not a sign that you are scared. 
① metallic     ② meddlesome
③ reflex ④ simmer 

4. We have to be keenly aware of the               effect 
of horror videos on young children. 
① scouring                    ② pernicious 
③ impatient ④ thriving

5. The kind of people who               these boutiques 
are mostly yuppies in their 20s. 
① paradise ② muffle 
③ sniffle               ④ patronize

6. NATO is a(n)               for the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization.
① monotone ② reduction
③ acronym                    ④ ethnicity

7. It seemed impossible that these              boats could 
survive in such a storm. 
① fraudulent ② sanguine
③ squabble ④ frail

8. A(n)              person is the one who wants to fight 
or argue in order to prove that he is the best and the 
most important.
① genial ② reciprocal
③ belligerent                  ④ affable

9. Retrospective experimental designs are limited by the 
data available and           by many potential 
confounding factors.
① encumbered ② impenetrated
③ synchronized               ④ hovered

10. There are a couple of small errors in the program 
that can easily be               .
① notched                    ② rectified
③ outstared ④ snorted

Part II. 보기와 같이 주어진 단어 쌍과 가장 유사한 관계를 가진
단어 쌍을 고르시오. [11-15]

[보기]
day : sun ::
① ray : laser               ② sky : light
③ earth : star              ④ night : moon
정답은 ④번입니다.

11. splinter : wood ::
① shard : pottery ② glacier : ice
③ dune : sand ④ statue : annex

12. sustenance : starvation ::
① freedom : independence ② money : poverty
③ religion : devout ④ infirmity : illness

13. relevant : pertinent ::
① facile : delicacy ② hackneyed : freshness
③ abridge : shorten ④ expensive : profligate

14. tomato : skin ::
① ginger : stem ② avocado : pit
③ egg : shell ④ watermelon : seed

정답 오답 무응답
Part Ⅰ (10 문항) +2.8 점 -0.70 점 0 점
Part Ⅱ (5 문항) +3.8 점 -0.95 점 0 점
Part Ⅲ (15 문항) +3.2 점 -0.80 점 0 점
Part Ⅳ (15 문항) +2.8 점 -0.70 점 0 점
Part Ⅴ (15 문항) +4.2 점 -1.05 점 0 점
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15. outset : inception ::
① predict : articulate ② decree : appease
③ aggravate : traverse ④ upshot : outcome

Part III. 주어진 문장의 빈칸에 들어갈 가장 알맞은 표현을 고르
시오. [16-30]

16.                    living in the Sahara live in the 
oases. 
① Most all of the people
② Almost all of the people 
③ Almost the people of all 
④ Most people of the all 

17. The more preparation you've done, meaning plenty of 
researching and rehearsing,                   . 
① you'll be the confident  
② the more you've been confident 
③ confident you've been 
④ the more confident you'll be

18. A woodchuck's front teeth grow                     
hibernation.  
① continuously except during
② continuous during except for 
③ continuously during except 
④ continuous except for during 

19. Killer bees will chase you, but they'll give up when 
you're                    the hive. 
① far enough away from
② enough far away from 
③ from enough far away 
④ from far enough away

20. In a conclusion, the speaker often summarizes        
                   and may discuss what it means or 
make predictions or suggestions. 
① what already been saying 
② what has already been said
③ that is already said 
④ that has been already saying

21.                    the store owner just wanted to sell 
more cinnamon-flavored candies.  
① It has legend which ② It is legend
③ Legend has which ④ Legend has it that

22. Though some historical paintings depict women in 
metal armor, no one knows for sure                   . 
① however these are accurate illustrations 
② however accurate are these illustrations 
③ how are these illustrations accurate 
④ how accurate these illustrations are

23. It was kind of sad to see the plane go as I            
                 it around the shop.
① had grown accustomed to seeing
② grow up accustomed to seeing 
③ grew accustomed to see 
④ have grown accustomed to see 

24. The Bigfoot Field Research Organization (BFRO) has 
collected                    suspected bigfoot prints. 
① more than seven hundred
② rather than seven hundred
③ more than seven hundreds
④ rather than seven hundreds 

25. It                    the tortoise and the hippo to 
become constant companions. 
① wasn't taken for long  
② take not long for 
③ didn’t take long for
④ took not for long 

26. Whenever you want to tap into a superpower          
                  live a longer, healthier, and happier 
life, smile. 
① what will help you to 
② that will help you  
③ who help you to 
④ whom you help

27. Big data has a similar impact                    on 
other forms of entertainment. 
① to movies as do they 
② on movies it has as 
③ to movies as they have 
④ on movies as it does

28. Tornadoes or twisters usually                   . 
① last about ten minutes
② lasts about ten minute 
③ about ten minutes last 
④ about ten minute lasts 
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29.                   , continental Europe's oldest subway 
line in Istanbul transports passengers up or down a 
steep hill.  
① Just consisting two stations 
② Consisting of just two stations
③ Just consisted of two stations 
④ Consisted just two stations

30. The smallest known black hole has a mass about     
                  . 
① three time as of sun
② as three times as the sun
③ as three times of sun
④ three times that of the sun

Part IV. 다음 밑줄 친 부분 중 틀린 것을 고르시오. [31-45]

31. We use cookies and similar tools that are necessary to 
                          ①
enable you to make purchases, to enhance your shopping
               ②
experiences and to provide our services, as detailing in 
     ③                                         ④
our Cookie Notice. 

32. The law does not specify an age when you can leave 
                                       ①
children on their own, but it's an offense to leave them 
                   ②
alone if it places them risk. 
 ③                      ④
                                                
33. Styled himself as a self-help guru for young men, he 
       ①
went on to become a mainstay of online spaces, which 
        ②                                          ③
propelled him to social-media fame. 
              ④ 

34. He was the reluctant pope, a shy bookworm who 
                    ①                   
preferred solitary walks in the Alps and Mozart piano
                    ②
concertos than the public glare and majesty of Vatican 
            ③              ④  
pageantry. 

35. Exchange-traded funds combine the flexibility and 
                                            ①
convenience of trading individual stocks into the 
                  ②                      ③
diversification offered by index funds. 
                 ④

36. Throughout the 1980s, they remained a powerhouse in
         ①
the US charts, and their hits have withheld the test of 
                                       ②
time, remaining heavily streamed to this day.
                   ③                 ④

37. December 31 marked the 30th anniversary of the
                                     ①
break-up of Czechoslovakia; one of the few case in 
                                              ②
history when a state has been divided up without a single 
                                   ③
life being lost.
        ④

38. Drug-related offenders  ̶ none of whom are currently 
                                                    ① 
incarcerated  ̶ made up the majority of the recipients 
                   ②
whom the president issued pardons ahead of the 
  ③                                     ④
new year. 

39. Different methods of dealing with the situation is
                              ①                    ②
emphasized. Like plenty of other historical events, a 
                    ③        ④
portrait is drawn from fragments. 

40. Tesla, apparently denting by Elon Musk's unpredictable 
                         ①                        ②
new ownership of Twitter, has seen nearly 70% of its 
                                                    ③
market value evaporate. 
                  ④

41. Some law schools may consider some of these scored 
     ①
sections important than others, while other schools may
            ②                    ③
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focus on the overall score.
                ④

42. Mechanical and structural issues should be grouped
                        ①                          ②
into one category, cosmetic issues into another and wish 
                                                       ③
list items into a thirds. 
                   ④ 

43. This phenomena occurs when electrically charged 
             ① 
particles from the sun enter the Earth's atmosphere and 
                                              ②
collide with gaseous particles such as oxygen and 
    ③                           ④ 
nitrogen.
                              
44. In addition, part of each hospital's score derives from 
       ①                                         ②
surveys of over 15,000 pediatric specialists who are asked 
                                     ③
where they would send the sickest children in their 
  ④
specialty. 

45. At a basic level, ghee is a type of clarified butter 
     ①                                   ②
having believed to have originated in India as a way to 
       ③
preserve butter from going rancid in the hot climate.
                           ④
 
Part V. 주어진 글을 읽고 물음에 가장 알맞은 답을 고르시오. 
[46-60] 

[46-49]
The pastoral tradition had its roots in nostalgia for 

the uncorrupted Garden of Eden and escape from the ills 
of the city. The Arcadia theme appeared in many 
paintings in which nature was idealized as a benevolent 
nurturer, mother, and provider. The 16th century French 
painting “St. Genevieve with Her Flock” depicts the virgin 
surrounded by a flock of sheep within a protective stone 
circle in the background. Here the female image of nature 
and the virgin, symbol of the earth spirit, are fused with 
the circular symbolism of order and protective 
encasement. Sandro Botticelli’s “Birth of Venus” portrays 
the virgin in conjunction with the earth mother, who is 

covered with a gown and wreath of flowers, both symbols 
of female fertility. In the 17th century, Nicolas Poussin 
and other landscape painters illustrated the transitory 
nature of the Arcadian experience by sometimes inserting 
a death’s head into their works of art. 

But (A)             the pastoral tradition 
symbolized nature as a benevolent female, it contained the 
implication that nature when plowed and cultivated could 
be used as a commodity and manipulated as a resource. 
Nature, tamed and subdued, could be transformed into a 
garden to provide both material and spiritual food to 
enhance the comfort and soothe the anxieties of men 
distraught by the demands of the urban world and the 
stresses of the marketplace. It depended on a masculine 
perception of nature as a mother and bride whose 
primary function was to comfort, nurture, and provide for 
the well-being of the male. In pastoral imagery, both 
nature and women are subordinate and essentially passive. 
They nurture but do not control or exhibit disruptive 
passion. The pastoral mode represented a fulfillment of 
human needs for nurture, but by conceiving of nature as 
passive, it nevertheless allowed for the possibility of its 
use and manipulation.
  
46. Which of the following is most suitable for the blank 
(A)?
① in            ② while
③ that    ④ at 

47. According to the passage, which of the following is 
NOT true?
① The pastoral mode was a model created as an antidote 
to the pressures of the urban world. 
② The passivity of nature implies that nature can be 
manipulated as a resource. 
③ The Arcadian image of nature is irrelevant to a 
male-dominated society.  
④ In the Arcadia tradition, nature is represented as a 
benevolent female. 

48. Why does the passage claim that Poussin's painting 
depicts the transitory nature of the Arcadia theme?
① Because he did not surround the female figure with the 
symbol of order and protective encasement
② Because he employed a feminine perception of nature
③ Because he always portrayed the female figure in 
conjunction with the earth mother
④ Because he inserted the image of death into his works
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49. The female figure in “St. Genevieve with Her Flock” is 
represented as                 .
① a protector of nature        ② a shepherd woman
③ a symbol of the earth spirit ④ a blind force of nature

[50-52]
Traditional Polynesian navigation, also called 

non-instrument navigation or wayfinding, means           
(A)                 . Traditional voyagers would set out in 
a canoe in search of other islands, relying on their own 
knowledge and navigation techniques to reach land.

Locating a small island in the middle of the Pacific 
might seem a nearly impossible feat, but navigators get 
help from a variety of sources. First, most islands occur 
in groups. This makes the navigator's target more of a 
zone than a dot. Find any island in the group, and you 
can use it to find and navigate to the one you're looking 
for.

Birds are extremely helpful to a navigator in 
search of an island. Certain land-nesting birds fly out to 
hunt for fish in the morning and return to their nests in 
the evening, and are a helpful way to detect land. Not all 
birds make this daily commute between land and sea, 
however; so it's important to know one species from 
another. A typical Pacific island can be sighted on a clear 
day from about 10 miles away. Birds can significantly 
extend this detection zone. Terns range 30 miles from 
land, and masked boobies and frigate birds can range 
much farther, up to 100 miles from land. But don't trust 
every tern or booby you see. Individual and juvenile birds 
may not be nesting and may rove the oceans with 
freewheeling unpredictability.

Clouds are another sign of land. Clouds accumulate 
over islands, and an isolated pile of clouds on the horizon 
often signals the presence of land. Reflected light on 
clouds can be another clue. When sunlight (or moonlight) 
shines on white sand and shallow bays, the light can 
reflect upward, illuminating the base of low clouds with a 
silver or greenish glow.

Wave patterns, too, can be altered by the presence 
of land. Islands block, reflect, and refract ocean swells, 
creating distinct wave patterns that can help steer a  
seasoned navigator to land—especially helpful at night or 
when visibility is low. Bits of land vegetation such as seed 
pods or driftwood floating on the waves are yet another 
sign of land nearby.

50. Which of the following is most suitable for the blank 
(A)?

① moving around a website or computer screen, or 
between websites or screens
② planning and directing the route or course of a ship, 
using instruments or maps 
③ finding your way without any of the tools modern 
navigators take for granted
④ following a path or route between an origin and a 
destination without using their navigation techniques 

51. According to the passage, which of the following is 
NOT a source of help for navigators?  
① an island in the group
② individual and juvenile birds
③ reflected light on clouds
④ wave patterns 

52. According to the passage, which of the following is 
true?
① Traditional voyagers used to follow Polynesians’ 
canoes to reach land. 
② Navigators try to find an island as a dot rather than 
a zone. 
③ Accumulated clouds signal the presence of the 
horizon. 
④ Distinct wave patterns caused by islands help 
navigators find land. 

[53-56]
Most people associate the office with routine and 

conformity, but it is fast becoming a source of economic 
uncertainty and heated dispute. Around the world, 
workers, bosses, landlords and governments are trying to 
work out if the office is obsolete. 84% of French office 
workers are back at their desks, but less than 40% of 
British ones are. The head of Twitter says the company’s 
staff can work from home “forever” but the founder of 
Netflix says home-working is “a pure negative”. As firms 
dither, the $30 trillion global commercial-property market 
is stalked by fears of a deeper slump. And while some 
workers dream of a (A)Panglossian future without 
commutes and McDonald’s, others wonder about the 
threat to promotions, pay and job security. 

This (B)                 reflects uncertainty about 
how effective social distancing will be and how long it will 
take before a covid-19 vaccine is widely available. But it is 
about more than that: the pandemic has revealed just how 
many offices were being run as relics of the 20th century, 
even as it triggered the mass-adoption of technologies 
that can transform white-collar work. As a result, the
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covid calamity will prompt a long-overdue phase of 
technological and social experimentation, neither business 
as usual nor a fatal blow to the office. This era holds 
promise but also brings threats, not least to companies’ 
cultures. Instead of resisting change, governments need to 
update antiquated employment laws and begin reimagining 
city centres.

53. Which of the following is the closest in meaning to the 
underlined word (A)Panglossian?
① pedantic ② optimistic 
③ hungry ④ intimidating

54. According to the passage, which of the following is 
true?
① Working in the office will be required once the 
covid-19 pandemic is over.
② Tech company bosses have similar views over the 
future of the workplace.
③ A vast corpus of outdated employment law will need to 
be modernized.
④ Government should play a guardian role to preserve 
the current system.

55. Which of the following is most suitable for the blank 
(B)?
① disagreement ② uniformity 
③ necessity ④ harmony

56. What is the author’s main purpose in writing this 
passage?
① to present food for thought on the future of the office
② to promote remote-working technologies
③ to monitor remote workers to assess their productivity
④ to investigate the cause of the pandemic in order to 
relocate offices in megacities

[57-60] 
The Oselvar is a small wooden rowing boat 

traditionally built and used along the west coast of 
Norway. The Oselvar is a clinker-built boat with thin, very 
wide planks. Almost all parts of an Oselvar are made of 
pine, with only the keel made of oak. [1]

This type of boat has been very common in the 
outer regions of Hordaland for hundreds of years. It was 
named after the major building site for this type of boat 
during the 18th century, at the mouth of the Oselva River 
in Os in Hordaland county. In the early 1800s, boat 
building was an important industry in Os and the neighboring

village of Tysnes, on the other side of the fjord. [2] The 
stylized figure of an Oselvar appears on the coat of arms 
of the municipality of Os. 

Dating from at least the 1500s and continuing until 
1860, these boats were exported in kit form principally to 
the Shetland and Orkney islands. During the North Sea 
crossing, the wooden boats were taken apart and then 
'flat packed' for shipping. [3] 

Although the Oselvar was initially a working row or 
sail boat, it also has a long tradition as a leisure craft. A 
boat which could achieve both grace and speed was 
perfect for sailing and rowing competitions. [4] The first 
regatta was arranged by the Bergen Sailing Association on 
Midsummer's Day in 1871. Today several clubs and sailing 
associations are engaged in promoting the traditions of 
the Oselvar, both as a sports and leisure boat. In 2009, 
the boat was voted Norwegian national boat in a poll held 
by the Norwegian Society for Sea Rescue. 

57. What is the author's main purpose in writing this 
passage?
① to explain the history of the Oselvar, a clinker-built 
boat
② to advertise the regatta held traditionally on Midsummer's 
Day
③ to analyze the complicated structure of the leisure 
craft
④ to discuss the style and popularity of the wooden boat

58. Which is the most appropriate tone of the passage  
regarding Oselvars?
① dubious  ② factual
③ apathetic ④ derisive

59. Which is the most appropriate place for the sentence 
below?

① [1] ② [2]
③ [3] ④ [4]

60. According to the passage, which of the following is 
true?
① Clinker-built boats were not popular in the outer 
regions of Hordaland. 
② The keel of Oselvars is made of oak. 
③ The Oselvars were exported in one piece to neighboring 
islands. 
④ The regatta began in the 1500s.  

Instead of sending complicated assembly instructions, 
they sent Norwegian boatbuilders to rebuild them.


